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We are proud of the CMA 
logo which represents servant 
leadership. The image depicts 
a stylized figure embodied as a 
doorknocker; hands extended 
to serve homeowners and help 
protect their property values.

Every Step of the Way
Helping Communities Achieve their Goals



Year-to-Date 

Actuals

Year-to-Date 

Budget

Year-to-Date 

Budget Variance Comments

Remaining Budget 

Balance

REVENUES

Other Income 65,630.04 50,749.19 14,880.85 

The positive variance is due to violations and 

dividends that are not budgeted.  In addition, the 

positive variance is due to The City of McKinney 

maintenance reimbursement being higher than the 

budget predicted.  This is offset by lower interest 

earned on restricted investments and lower 

assessment interest charges received than 

anticipated by the budget. (14,880.85)

EXPENSES

Supplies 33,238.63 18,434.24 (14,804.39)

The negative variance is due to annual meeting 

notice, copies, violation notices, and collection 

notices exceeding the anticipated budget. (14,804.39)

Insurance 113,483.19 99,199.27 (14,283.92)

The negative variance is due premiums exceeding 

the anticipated budget. (14,283.92)

Contract Labor 958.80 0.00 (958.80)

The negative variance is due to temporary contract 

labor staff that was not anticipated in the budget. (958.80)

Utilities 5,880.00 5,280.00 (600.00)

The negative variance is due to utilities exceeding the 

anticipated budget. (600.00)

Taxes 10,434.93 3,640.00 (6,794.93)

The negative variance is due property taxes for Collin 

County exceeding the anticipated budget. (6,794.93)

Community Activities 3,560.39 4,500.00 939.61 

The positive variance is due to fewer meeting 

expenses than anticipated. 939.61 

Landscape & Common Area Utilities 291,456.00 346,322.13 54,866.13 

The positive variance is due to water and telephone 

expenses being less than anticipated. 54,866.13 

Irrigation 67,554.02 82,000.00 14,445.98 

The positive variance is due to fewer irrigation repairs 

than anticipated. 14,445.98 

Building Maintenance 17,602.70 15,076.80 (2,525.90)

The negative variance is due to maintenance 

supplies and HVAC preventative maintenance 

expenses exceeding the budget. (2,525.90)

Capital Improvements 15,220.61 70,000.00 54,779.39 

The positive variance is due fewer capital 

improvements than anticipated.  54,779.39 

Non-Operating Cash Usage 29,646.00 0.00 (29,646.00)

Depreciation was intentionally not budgeted as it is a 

non-cash expense. (29,646.00)
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Period Ending December 31, 2021












